FUTURE PLANS
Questions

1. Is it difficult for young people to get a job nowadays?
2. What are the pros and cons to have one's own business?
3. Do you want to do the same work all your life, or do you want to try a number of different jobs?
4. How can you improve your chances of getting a good job?
Traditional professions
• Baker, shoe maker, doctor, nurse, butcher, blacksmith, bricklayer, tailor,
• Painter, architect, salesperson, winemaker, waitress
Job in industry or technology
• Mechanic, driver, electrician, plumber, locksmith, photographer, tractor driver, programmer
Popular careers
• Economist, lawyer, manager, airhostess, singer, actor, financial consultant, detective, private businessman, journalist, typist
Lay out

• 1. thinking about a job
• 2. I chose a .......... and why?
• 3. How have I been preparing for it?
• 4. After school studies
• 5. Other opportunities
Useful verbs

• To employ sb.
• to write an application, CV
• To apply for a job
• To fill out a form
• To go for an interview
• To get trained for sth.
• To work overtime
Useful verbs

• To receive unemployment benefits
• To work part time
• To be fired, to be sacked
• To go on maternity leave
• To make a good money
• To get higher salary
• To be promoted